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I strongly recommend this firm to any of my friends. Read More Michael Frazier 23:58 October 10 18 I had the pleasure of working with Michael and Annie on my LTD case. Every Dr. Discut my claim with said... Throughout the entire trial, Zach and Angela showed professionalism, honesty, integrity, were timely with the follow-up, and most of all I
was treated as a human being that mattered to them rather than just another case. On my own, I was denied the benefits of disability. Piper Bella 01:10 16 Sep 20 friendly, professional, ³ attention to detail. At no time did we feel, as long as we did not know the status of our case or what was happening. The signature was very clear on the information
³ and articles needed to support the case and the communications were clear and supportive. I am very grateful, I found this firm on Google and the wide experience in the law is a blessing³ n. Best regards, Peter QRead MÃs Denise Fletcher 21:04 29 Jul 20 TenÃa an excellent experience with this law firm that represents me. "Thank you very much to
Field's law firm for the excellent care, quality of service and representation ³ my case! Read more Karen Blaser 18:13 30 Jun 19 Blake Bauer and his team is used increUble! I live in Georgia and call several law firms before finding First Firm camps on the Internet. The timeline and expectations of the applications were clearly presented in the Layman
Terms. He was able to determine that there was a violation ³ the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, and he moved quickly into legal ³. I've had another legal representation ³ in the past that can't respond to a single email in a timely manner, never mind, answer a single phone³ call. "Be forever grateful for the help I was given! Read More Marianne
Killgo (Hotmes MIA) 18:59 08 Jun 21 From the first call To the resolution of my case, my lawyer Gloria and his Alex paralegal were always very fast. And receptive to any question I had. They were supporting throughout my my And combat teeth and nails to ensure that your rights are not denied. can. I finished by needing them for my case during a
two-year frame and my case was recently resolved. I consider the lawyer clamp fields a first category firm. Read more April Lawrence 14:23 04 Sea 20 Blake was incredible through this process. They were so patient and compassionate, Annie's voice sometimes calmed me because she was so ready to renounce her stressful, but they made me feel
more light as if she was not alone and made him come true, they won my case. They spend time to talk to me for a couple of hours at least explain everything. They were there every step of the way; Giving me frequent updates in my case and they reassure me. I would use your services in a flash and highly recommend not only zach but Patty, as well,
more Sharon Hall 00:56 March 27 21 Matt and Lindsey were always there for me. His knowledge of the disability system and that specifically combat insurance companies that have denied their disability claim was surpassed by every lawyer who interviewed before signing with Blake. If you are looking for the best call fields, LAW signature. Lead MÃ
S Donna Biggs 22:12 15 Jul 19 Fields The law firm was a God send them when I found them. I always felt that I was in the best of the hands. My lawyer Evan Sandford explained everything in detail every step of the way. He answered my questions and addressed my concerns with patience and kindness. It was a challenge to manage my case during a
pandemic, but produced a result with which he was happy. "Thank you very much for all your efforts in my name" ... thanks to all and, what is more important, how did my life change for the better. Read more Jeff Howe 07:06 January 20, I used this law firm twice. I can not thank you enough for helping me reach a succession that ends My LTD claim.
Read more Tanya Baldwin 22:00 November 17. November 21 and excellent service. I highly recommend them. Read more Robert (six) 15:39 08 May May I want to express my deep gratitude towards Fields Law Firm, and especially my lawyer Blake Bauer for her excellent representation regarding my disability case. They have helped me through all
this process. Fortunately, I contacted the Fields law firm and were incredible. I would not go anywhere else. They kept me informed of everything that happened in the courts and my case. Honestly I felt very quickly after signing with them that they wanted my case to last as long as possible to get a better payment, especially because they always told
me that we would win a demand. These last years have been difficult for me to go through this mental, emotional and physically. Merrick and Samantha were very friendly and impressive to work with them. Lower Julian McCasland 01:42 21 Sep 19 Fields Law was fabulous. Patrick called me first with any change or news. I do not only give them 5
stars but 5x5. The lawyer is incredible. A rating of 5 stars, in my opinion, is well justified, by the professionalism of him, legal representation and tied demonstrated through this process. I was satisfied with how my case turned out. Many thank you for becoming my lawyer and family God bless you allday more 1wickedDiva61 Moseley 21:04 10 Jan 20
Organized and professional throughout the process of legal representation. They resolved my long-term disability case in a timely manner. Once again, this signature was a pleasure to work with, and once more please do not hesitate to call them to get legal assistance !! Thank you! Bobby and Susan S.Worcester, MareAd More Leslie Owen 15:56 07
21 After circling circles with the credit agencies and our mortgage company to obtain incorrect articles in our credit report, we contacted Fields Law Firm. Please, trust your legal team to help you and you will not be His concern for my case and my situation was very appreciated. Not know if you ever get a one again is very scary and feeling that
your lawyer doesn¢ÃÂÂt share this concern is not comforting. Most of the time, you¢ÃÂÂre in the best position to know whether your employer can accommodate your restrictions or whether you can do your job despite your limitations. I consulted with two other law firms, however, after speaking to a representative at Fields I decided to choose
them afterward.I spoke to a paralegal named Lindsey, and I was glad how friendly she was over the phone. He explained to me that he would take the torch from point on. Whatever your needs might be, big or small, I wouldn't hesitate to call.read more Ash Jensen 07:29 03 Dec 20 Working with Fields Law Firm has been amazing. Thanks for your
time and your help. It was a very good decision to have Fields Law Firm represent me.read more John McPheeters 20:23 24 Oct 19 Fields Law Firm has the knowledge and expertise to help people take on big insurance companies that are concerned more about saving money than providing the much needed disability income to their policy holders.
These first impressions did not disappoint. Patrick took ownership of my interests, provided insightful and professional guidance while "ALWAYS" keeping me informed w 1:1 personal Communication. Mark and I am very thankful for how easy he was to talk to as well. If you want a great team and results the best thing you can do to get peace of mind
is get an experienced Law Firm like Fields Law Firm.read more Michelle Connors 19:31 31 Oct 21 Chase and Alex at Fields law did a great job handling my disability case. Lori Gibb 23:13 29 Jun 20 Fields Law is exceptional in what they do. It was an extremely complex and difficult case to prove. My employer tried to give me the run around and deny
my work comp claim and my surgery that I needed as a result of the fall. Before they took on my case, I had been denied twice for LTD, but they quickly turned that around for me. They helped me Yetaidemmi chain i.teuqer tcatnoc a ttes DNA HCRAES TREATRATH EMAST Gnacma Mret Gnac. Yllaihe YM Gnacrar Cha's Gnac Wal Sdlif Ta uoy Knaht
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KrowrePap ehht By Sarah E. Fields Law communicated so well with our family. So I did what you are doing - researched. She made me feel that my problem was something that could be solved and there would be no charges. But then, I thought, that's why she took the career decisions I took during all those years. I would definitely recommend law
firm courses for anyone I know with work comp or cases related to personal injury read more MB Ruby 22:02 15 Aug 19 I can not say enough about law firm. Call the FieldS law firm! Read more Dawn Schaller 13:11 31 May 19 Blake Bauer helped us to overcome a difficult situation with our credit reports being incorrect and with our previous
mortgage company. The field of fields was very useful from the beginning to the end of the claims. If I have to leave a message, my call is returned quickly. It seems to me a solid case. If it were not for him and his team, I would not have earned my case. Benjamin Chadwick.Leer Más Michael Rosa 00:01 01 Dec 18 Evan was absolutely fantastic. If
someone has the opportunity to work with Merrick will be blessed. He listened to how he wanted to approach things - he did not feel hurried. This is because my denegation letter indicated information requested from Fields had no response and my case only seemed to focus on a few not all my conditions. I highly recommend the signature of field law
firm that will not be disappointed. Learn more Jean and Pierre 02:57 May 28 20 It's great to have you as my representative and my lawyer to help me with the Insurance Companion Unum so that I pay me some of my credit cards. Both are easy to contact. When things give a turn for worse, it is reassuring to have a professional team as a tuid (Law
Fields, I was very sick, exhausted, and stressed because they will be denied and told me that I can work for someone who does not even sotse sotse erbos rodaelpme us noc avitacifingis n³Ãisucsid anu renet atisecen detsU .secev sairav olraneller euq aÃbah y rodatnelased are oelepap lE !econoc Todd Burge 15:40 11 Dec 18 I worked with the lawyer
Hans Lodge in a great collection of debt from a creditor. Originally I contact Fields for a long-term disability case, but after witnessing the professionalism of him I would represent me in other matters, too, Zach, Zach, was very well informed in contract law. If you are looking for a law firm to help you with long-term disabilities or worker
compensation I recommend Fields Law Firm.Read More Michelle Trebtoske 17:06 04 Mar 19 My lawyer, Blake Bauer, represented me very well in my legal demand Disability in the long term. Leslie Owen 18:46 May 7 21 After circling circles with credit agencies and our mortgage company to get the wrong articles eliminated from our credit report,
we got in touch with Fields LAW FIRM. Once again, thank you very much for Bryan and Alex for serving me well. Lower more Belinda 01:03 Jan 22 You could not have asked for a better team! The Law Firm Fields could not have done a better job. Joseph was quite eloquent when explaining every step with exceptional work competence throughout my
case. You and your case cares to each person with whom he works on the Fields law firm. I highly recommend them. Michael is very comforting, compassionate and easy to speak. They were in contact throughout the process keeping me informed, or simply to say for birthday! I highly recommend Fields Law Firm if you need help respectful to the old!
Thank you very much for your help! Read more Kyle Barnett 22:30 May 19 21 Fields Law Firm professionals were incredible !!! Throughout the process, my lawyer (glory) and legal assistant (Sarah) assigned to my case were incredible !! They always gave me the day on any progress or request for additional information very quickly. Calls and emails
were always answered quickly. Lawyer Blake Bauer reviewed my case and fought hard for all my concerns. I can’t thank you enough for all the work you did in helping me accomplish this. They got my lawsuit settled and got me paid. Greatly appreciated and Happy Holidays to you and entirely familyread more Kevin Laub 22:08 05 Dec 19 I was
having considerable difficulty appealing the decision of my long-term disability (LTD) claim. I cannot thank them enough for winning my case and making the application process seamless. He was knowledgable, informative and patient. Zach definitely worked hard on my behalf and I can¢ÃÂÂt thank him enough for getting an acceptable resolution so
that I can move forward with my life.read more Mona Selim 16:42 22 Mar 19 Blake Bauer At the Fields Law Firm is an excellent attorney who has high integrity and excellent work ethics.Blake walked me through the process of my claim and gave me realistic timeline and potential outcomes. If you have a difficult case do not give up hope. They were
customer focused, had an up-to-date website and practices. Bless you both for all you do!!read more A Jost 16:46 18 Feb 20 Thanks Field's Law Firm! You got my benefits back and I am so grateful. Regular communications and a very organized manner gave me real comfort. I never expected that the breaks would be placed so abruptly on my very
active life and thriving career. I really want to Thank each and everyone that helped me obtain a positive outcome. Annie, his paralegal was wonderful as well. Forget it. I can't say enough about this Law Firm. Not only is he a strong lawyer, he treated me with compassion and respect. He and his assistant Angela were readily available to answer any
questions and address my concerns. We were obviously thrilled to have won the case and I know it was due to their knowledge and expertise with insurance company disability claims. Pat you were extremely kind and patient with me and you took every call to provide information to me in great detail. I was able to take care of my health issues and not
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future. future. Karen Philpot 19:22 16 Jul 20 I am so very happy with the care and considerate professionalism I received from Fields Law Firm. They helped me to bring back hope to my situation. I was fortunate enough to get Patrick Kramer as my attorney. He gives me good advice and encourages me to make certain I am getting proper treatment
for my disability. So when your boss or HR says they want you at 100%, you¢ÃÂÂll need to push back.If your employer tries to tell you they can¢ÃÂÂt accommodate your restrictions, take a closer look. have handled my case for several years. Thank you for easing my worries and uncertainties.Fields Law Firm, you are Simply the Best!read more
Deborah Stephens 21:50 02 Aug 19 I cannot say enough good things about this firm! They recently handled my husband's long term disability and social security cases, and both resulted in decisions in his favour. Thank you for representing me.read more Josh Sowers 19:24 10 Dec 19 Fields treated us with excellence and professionalism. They are
worth every penny they get! We could NOT have done it without them! They treated us with respect and compassion. They only had about 4 1/2 months to work on my case but they had it all cleared up and I am drawing my disability check now. I hope to someday fly to Minnesota and meet him and take him out you lunch. You truly have nothing to
lose and everything to gain! I am truly appreciative of Field's Law Firm!read more Raphael Roe 00:35 04 Dec 18 I had the pleasure of working with Patrick Kramer for my LTD appeal. Patrick Kramer you made it possible and I thank you and Samantha for all that you've done...Thanks again . Michael was much more than I ever expected given that our
relationship was entirely remote, handled by telephone and email only. I will never forget that!Zach, I couldn¢ÃÂÂt have done this without you and the members of Fields Law Firm for working so hard on my case and now is resolved. They took over my long disability case after I was being denied my benefits and gave me the moral support and legal
experience I needed to win my case. Thanks again Mike and Denise have helped change the lives of Payne’s future. Everything you did for my wife and me is greatly appreciated. I was kept informed throughout the process and my questions and concerns were answered quickly. My case was solved successfully and I would definitely use them again.
They’re fantastic. I would recommend Fields Law to everyone I know. So I found out I could change lawyers, which a lot of people don’t know you can, and it didn’t cost you anything. That says a lot about Fields Law Firm. Best of all, Fields Law successfully completed the case for our family.Read More Cheyenne Fosse 20:31 27 Sep 19 When I came to
a situation where I needed a lawyer, I wasn’t afraid, but Merrick Williams and Amy Johnson set the goal of making sure everything was okay and made me feel comfortable with everything that was going on. I liked the fact that they responded promptly whenever I had questions and communicated with me clearly instead of using typical lawyer jargon
that no one without a law degree could understand. Although my partner approved my OJI, the workers' compensation was not as comprehensive and I felt pressured to return to a career I loved prematurely. It was one of the most stress-free processes I’ve had to deal with thanks to the Fields team! Thank you for all your hard work! -Michael Roe,
Monroe, MIread more Donna Williams 19:07 06 Dec 18 My attorney, Blake Bauer and paralegal, Samantha Kurschner are wonderful. I was very impressed with this professional way of the firms doing business from day one. Be careful not to get stuck with just “agreement” in staying out until all your restrictions are or go back to 100%. It wasn't a
problem at all. or NOT paid. After being denied benefits three times She received benefits with the help of Mike and Jodi at Fields Law Firm.read more Sarah Stevens 12:11 06 Jun 19 I am very grateful for the help Fields Law Firm provides me. As an injured retired firefighter, they are recommended to anyone who is injured at work and has to deal
with an insurance company. Working with them was very easy on the way and they made sure he had the support he needed from them. He has an absolute right to 12 weeks' leave, but if he stays out longer, he may lose his right to rejoin his former post or an equivalent post. Fields Law Firm will assess your situation ³ let you know if they can be
helpful. Although I previously worked in law firms for more than 20 years, this is the first time I've been impressed by their ethics, responsiveness and professionalism. I strongly recommend Zack and Fields Law Firm.Read More Michon Kramer 01:46 May 13 20 Attorney Joseph McCartin was extremely helpful and responsive in handling my
case.Read More Kathleen Berg 19:52 May 11 20 recommend this law firm. They provided me with what I needed and handled everything for me. Thank you again for your help and dedication³ I felt very ³ working with them and knew that I was in good and competent hands. Recommend Fields Law Firm to anyone for any legal advice you may need.
Also the legal assistant who worked on my case â  Jodi â  was just as professional, kind and efficient.They wouldn't let the ball fall into any paperwork or registration and they would call me to let me know what was coming in the mail and whether they had to take any action or not.My case went to the hearing and Zach manejÃ³ well the procedure.
Patrick called me every time there was new information³ and went further. I expected. Very friendly and professional to work. I have significant but non-catastrophic health problems. The field law gets my stronger recommendation. Read more Alice Martin 17:59 21 August 21 Fields The law firm represents me with so much in my social security
disability and in cases of long-term disability. They handled my case with extreme professionalism. Patty, Paralegal of Zachary Schmoll, answered the phone. Zachary was so incredible and kept me upgrade about everything that happens. He would definitely recommend them and thanks to the great thanks to them and to the firm of field lawyers for
everything he has done. More Robin Ford 21:29 October 12, 19 would highly recommend law firm to handle your disability insurance problems ... They solved my problems and were very compassionate. This would not have happened without fields. I never imagined that I would get anything, but this team worked diligently and could ensure an
agreement for me. Thank you Gloria Ram and Martha, you are so patient and thank you for your hard work. I looked for a disability law firm that represents me because I dropped my insurance company. In two days, I received a computer check for my walker. Great pleasure to work with them. He listened to me and the details that felt were
important, was very honest and asked importantly survey questions to make sure he could help me and then he became answered again when starting the process of litigar with voya. I did a search on the Internet and the signature of field lawyers. He took years, but we did not surrender and finally receive a partial agreement in my claim. They are up
keeping it updated and in the loop and they are very good with communication. Do not hesitate to hire fields to represent you. Thank you for being there to help people at my own that I would not have a place to take place. Read Louise Jackson 19:52 30 May 19 I am grateful for the wonderful service he received. He was beaten odneimoceR 91 rbA 80
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the burden of fighting for much needed income that is available in the insurance you carry. They took Tomaron My assertions and handle all the papers and appeals that were necessary. I highly recommend Michael and Campos' law, whether you are local for your Minnesota offices or out of state like me. Read More Melanie Eason 20:12 29 August 18
Campos The law firm is excellent. and was pleased with the results. They were super nice, very receptive to my questions! My overall experience was excellent! I would recommend Zach and Sarah, they are the best! Angela Nienaber 18:38 28 Sep 20 Merrick Williams and Annie were a pleasure working with. From the first day, I was attentive in an
important way. Everyone was extremely helpful and sincere regarding my case and health issues. We worked with Blake and it was a great experience. He was very timely on his return and always had the right information when I contacted him with questions. I would recommend signing FAMELSD attorneys to all. I appreciate everything you do. I
don’t think I do. My legal team was the best I ever tried. I never had a chance to meet Joe in person, but I consider him not just my lawyer but a friend. It seems like a prayer answered while they handled my case beautifully. FIELDS SIGNING OF LAW DONE TO THE NAVILIZATION OF THE PROCESS A BREAZA. This firm is the absolute best. Thank
you very much Michael and Samantha, I appreciate all you did to help me with my case. cmdjusdude 03:36 27 August 20 I’ve never been injured before and walked me through every very well informed and persistent step that makes the job done thanks to Zach and Patty. They were careful to make sure that we understood every step of the process,
and we quickly answered any questions we had. Good job so ’so' so ’so' so ’so' so. Read more Gene Bowley 17:15 28 May 20 Michael was aware of the claim and was able to make the insurance company love. until he was obligated. I just want to say job well done. I want to At this point, think personally of Blake and his staff for a favorable outcome.
Second, Robertread plus Kim Mathis 22:20 12 12 21 Mark & Samara worked hard to resolve my LTD claim. In a way they made you feel like family. Marna Ericson 00:00 07 Mar 21 I worked with Zach Schmoll on the Law of Campos and found that his straightforward and friendly way made the process fluid and easy to follow. They did a great job
involved. In the end, they helped to secure a more favorable settlement! Very pleased! Read more Linda Kienitzmandery 14:42 07 20 August Throughout the trial camps, the law firm provided me with the most respectful and timely service. He was respectful, courteous, understanding, very knowledgeable and professional. I would definitely refer to
people, as well as use it in the future. Communication is always key in any relationship (business or personal), as it is said that Marc, Lyndsay and Sarah went beyond my expectations. They were very thorough in their handling of my case, and we received a positvie ruling due to their efficiency and expertise. After two years, he was still
(unexpectedly) alive. Madelyn Blakely 21:53 15 Jul 21 Great signature !! I was diagnosed with recurrent metastatic cancer that had spread to the lungs and abdominal wall. They are always available and quick to respond. They answered all my questions and returned my calls in no time. They have been a blessing to me and my family. Read more
Jonathan Mannuzza 15:29 12 Mar 19 The reason I chose Campos The law firm was twofold, I had to speak directly to a lawyer who would be handling my case and its structure was fair and equitable. They keep you informed of every step of the process and update you periodically. Thank you Mark and Samantha, you, WIYS ROWÃ¢, READ MORE
SOUND NELSON 15:32 26 MAY 20 MAY LOT AND THAT FUNDS TO THE FIRM OF THE FIELDS LOCK IN MY LIFE, you are so professional and never kept me They were in the dark at all! They explained everything to him with case and apreciÃ© both. I am extremely happy with the result and if you have a aÃrdop euq Ãsa¡Â ,oruges ed odatse le y
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eht000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000Itatcepxy ym deecxe You Fields Law Firm!read more Charles Goodwill 22:54 11 Mar 21 EncontrÃ© to my lawyer to be confident, competent, and concise. Each contact was followed in such a timely manner. When I first contacted the law firm Fields, have a concern³ since my worker's
comp wasn't paying for my walker. Fantastic group in every aspect.read more Craig Faunce 14:58 15 Jan 22 Completely satisfied in fact the service superÃ³ my expectations. Fields Law Firm assists with the appointment of the doctor and the presentation ³ documents. Thank you.read more dwayne jones 15:21 30 Jul 20 Glad to have found Fields Law
Office! They immediately went to work for me and told me about everything, step by step and what happened next. I highly recommend it to any of my family or friends for any of your legal needs. "It was a relief to have them on my side! Karen Smith 21:13 22 May 20 Mark and Samantha were so helpful. When Â  is ready to return from leave, but has
some restrictions, your employer must explore ways you can accommodate it so you can do your job. The Hartford notificme then that I was no longer disabled and refused to pay benefits. They worked diligently on my case and won my claim ³ LTD. Zach and Patty) point people in the direction ³ writing. We'll always recommend Fields law to anyone
who asks if we know a really big law team. Thanks again Zach Schmoll, Patty Alvarado, and the Fields Act. read more jay franklin 12:08 02 Apr 20 All the people at Fields have been great to work with. My level of frustration ³ not at my breaking point. This whole situation couldn³t have turned out better on my part. They really help you recover from
your cad and make you feel important. His hard work and skill have improved my life.read more Rev Opinions Feb 19, 21 I've been dealing with a very difficult case. So I went online and investigated lawyers for LTD cases and fields had great comments and I want to say that this was the The decision, always with Blake and Annie, have been the team
of my dream and I have not been the best client as it is compatible, I have had so many problems in the last MOT of health problems, and They stayed in me, it has never been notified. I was as frustrated and stressed and basically they let me give them to them. Thanks for everything you have done for me. Zach and his team had successful, since my
case was overturned and now I am back in my deserved benefits. Our case was also out of state, if that helps. Keep in mind that this was not a huge case, but it treated me as if it were and as if it were the only case it represented. Jodi, in the fields was in him implacable in his efforts until I finally started receiving monthly payments and, finally, a
great sum of back payment from the years, my case spent sitting on Nowhere. Pretty Simple- By myself Following the steps and procedures to get benefits, I did not get anywhere and I refused. Do not hesitate to contact them and do not attempt to win these types of cases on your own, you will not have success. I highly recommend your services.
Read more Michelle Renspe 17:45 April 12, April 19. All in Fields Lawyers Signature, we are very friendly, they always answered any questions I had. I talked to Blake Bauer and there was the tears. They even went to an audience with me to the Social Security Judge. You will never get a penny from them. It is very thoughtful, I would ask myself how
I am doing; He even called me to wish me a happy birthday. I do not make recommendations lightly, but I think this group has really dominated their skills both in their legal knowledge and in customer service. I would highly recommend the fields to anyone who needs legal services. I had the pleasure of talking to Joe McCarten for my initial
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yehT .gnihtemos tog I ,sdleiF ot sknaht tub ,dewo saw I gnihtyreve teg t'ndid I .yltcefrep derewsna syawla erew snoitseuq ym fo llA .sesimorp rieht llifluf ot ynapmoc ytilibasid eht teg ot elba neeb evah ton dluow I pleh rieht tuohtiW .yletaidemmi kcab ym dah dna ni deppets waL sdleiF .ynapmoc ytilibasid mret gnol ym htiw krow ot gniyrt tniop
gnikaerb etulosba ym ta saw I 91 yaM 61 Blake my attorney, who assured me I was in the right place with the right people! The positive attitude from absolutely every person I worked with and the knowledge they possessed was awesome. I struggled with what was best for my family and myself when it came to securing an attorney that I may or may
not need to handle my disability case.After speaking with several firms and the individuals at Fields Law Firm, I chose to work with Zach, Martha, and Brenna. I would highly recommend this firm excellent I and my family are grateful for the professionalism courtesy and fighting and doing the right thing during this pandemic! I still have a long road
for recovery and to know I can count on Fields Law Firm is a blessing.Thank You AllMarchelle Mooney and Familyread more Jeffery McMunn 21:49 20 Sep 21 I was absolutely thrilled with the outcome of my case. And they did a great job! The folks there that worked on my case were very kind and compassionate. I have recommended them to a few
friends, because if needed I would surely use them again.read more Denise Zlensky 18:06 17 Jun 20 I would recommend Fields Law firm based on the exceptional service they provide to their clients. I was getting absolutely nowhere with my insurance benefit (that I had been paying for the policy for 15 years) and Fields was able to navigate the
process for me, kept me informed along the way and secured my benefits!! Highly recommend their firm if need professional help!read more Louie Lueras Jr. 19:46 10 Jun 19 Great Law firm! They have been extremely helpful with my case! Couldn¢ÃÂÂt ask for a better experience. I never felt left out of the process even the smallest detail either Joe
or Sarai kept me in the loop at all times. I was on long term disability through The Hartford as a result. He got me a settlement I was pleased with. I AM recommending Fields to anyone in need of these types of legal services.read more Rich Dillon 21:51 03 Dec 19 It has been a great pleasure to have a field law firm, it represents me ... We had a
successful result to our case and I recommend the Field Lew Firm.Dead MÃ S Tony Erickson 22:33 12 Jul 19 Blake Bauner of Fields Law FIRM is a brilliant lawyer. Thanks again, you are a Diary !!!! Read More Paul Gestach 18:15 16 Jun 20 Hiried Field Fire to handle a work work case for MÃ and Joseph McCartin was assigned to my case. Joe was
very good about staying at day about progress and took time to explain the process and what would be my choices and thoughts about what I should do and the reason. The reason was impressed as a person who knows the work of him and he does, as he watched my best interest. I highly recommend Joe and O Office of the law of the fields. If you
need a lawyer. Read more Cynthia Lindsey 15:32 17 Jun 20 Fields The law firm was a great help for me when I arrest me. Knee on a fall at work. God bless Lisa Payneead more Jean Pauley 18:49 09 ENEX 20 fields were really above and sauer from me. Having a team, not only represents you, but a team did it with a pure heart, it is not just treated as
a payment check. Mr. Kramer of the law firm and his legal team were excellent and helped me to win my case against my employer. Thanks again. Read more Johnny Patricia Henderson 05:27 05 Jul 20 July Mr. Zach and Mrs.Annie were very short of me and helped me. In my case, I began with another lawyer who after talking to the insurance
companies told me that he should settle for an amount he said would be the most he could wait in my case. Not only did it help us solve the problems, we also receive compensation for the damage to our credit. I am so great for Zach and Annie for all his passion, dedication and professionalism, since they frequently updated me and responded
noreicih noreicih ol secnotne edsed y elbaiv osac nu areivut is ranimreted arap acin³Ãfelet n³Ãinuer anu evuT .odip¡Ãr yum atseupser ed opmeit nu noreivut y satnugerp sim everything. They did things on time. I was a pro! I presented perfect affirmations. Samantha, who works with him, was always available, pleasant and helpful too. They sent me a
birthday card and they even called me and they wish me a happy birthday. Thank you very much Merrick and Samantha for an incredible work. Thanks Annie Perkins I greatly appreciate his diligence and professionalism. Lower more J Veach 21:49 18 Jan 22 The team of law firm Fields are not only very competent professionals in helping their clients
get the fair treatment they need, and They are too often denied by a very avoided system in favor of large corporations, but they really care about those who are helping. Michael and Fields Law's staff were professionals, courtesy and receptive to all my questions throughout the whole process. I recommend 100% of all Fields Law heart. Fields won
my appeal against a carrier with one of the worst reputations in the Ltd industry. They answered my phone calls and emails promptly. I highly recommend Fields Law !!! Read more David Strand 17:18 24 May 19 I am absolutely excited for the service I received from Fields Law Firm.de to end, they kept me in the loop as to the state of my case. After I
made an appeal, my lawyer entered emergency and had to leave my case as he was sick. The team helped me win my appeal and I am very grateful. Thank you, Molly. Read more Chuck Kohlman 15:02 20 AUG 19 I knew immediately that he had chosen the appropriate law firm to help me resolve my disability case. First I contacted them and asked
them to check my case and help me understand if it had a case. Courtney did a great job of explanation and how to avoid pitfalls, road cuts and delays. My main point is: the application process for Social Security is massive and daunting. My lawyer was Michael Kemmit and I can't say enough good things about Michael. Michael made one I work
taking time to really understand my disabilities and how they affected my ability to work. IBRAAD More Samera Mohammed 10:35 23 Sep 20 I would highly recommend Fields Law Firm to anyone who needs legal representation. I know that they worked very hard in my name. David Peterson 20:07 14 Sep 20 Fields The law helped navigate through a
difficult moment. I recommend Fields Law Firm to anyone who needs representation within the scope of the Law in which Fields Law Firm practices. Blake is very fast to respond and contact me, thoroughly, through the whole process. He did not exceed the promises and had a balanced approach and always responded promptly. Fields Law Firm
reviewed the questionnaire with me and then began the request process with social security. I would definitely recommend FIELDS LAW FIRM if you need legal help.Leer Más Deborah Stephens 21:50 02 Aug 19 I can not say enough good things about this signature! Recently they took care of my husband's long-term and social security disability
cases, and both gave rise to decisions in favor of it. Field also kept me aware at every step of the way. He was a great communicator.Leer More Kenya Howze 23:20 04 Mar 19 Recently I had a stroke and I had to leave my work and go through a short-term disability that became a long-term disability and this was a challenge. Excellent teamwork of my
lawyer Mark and the legal assistant of him Andy! I would highly recommend this signature for all your legal disability needs. More Debra Licata 00:28 Feb 20 Michael and Annie were exceptional in providing excellent legal representation to restore my LTD. After some time working together I feel that I can talk to your character more insight. I'm glad
I did! Zach is a lawyer 62 62 02:81 C darB s¡Ãm reeLnosrekciD erooM norahS.ahtnamaS y ekiM Ãm rop noreicih sobma euq ol odot rop saicarG .setneid y sa±Ãu noc osac us rop ¡Ãrahcul y odidiced ,odacided ,rodeconoc 20 20 Fantastic experience. I highly recommend Fields Law Firm for any social security applications.read more Joshua Rosenthal
02:26 01 Feb 22 While facing a huge change in my life and ability to perform normal tasks at home and work due to my illness. I would absolutely recommend Fields law firm. It was nice to have a liaison to assist in communications with social security. Financial security is important to me, so I accepted positions based on the benefits offered,
especially disability insurance. Maria Munoz 00:59 05 Apr 22 Mark and Martha are absolutely incredible! Their professionalism and attentiveness with my case took an immense weight off my shoulders. They provided me with timely updates and they were extremely knowledgeable about the industry and how to best help me¢ÃÂ¦Â They handled
everything for me that was needed. He was very supportive when I was down and understood my struggle and helped me to the best of his abilities as the law permits. I thank God for them. He is honest. They are absolutely amazing and they validate your feelings when you are struggling with all of the challenges that accompany a disability claim.
They helped me win my case and it was with ease and honesty and professionalism that they achieved this for me. If action was required on my part, this was communicated clearly. I don¢ÃÂÂt think I could have done this process without them. They are not afraid of a challenge and will give 100 percent going up against multiple National companies
at a time. From the initial contact with the firm addressing our preliminary questions and concerns the representatives were forthcoming and informative. I could not say enough great things about everyone I¢ÃÂÂve interacted with at their Firm during this process. He skillfully and successfully communicated this to my insurance company & social
security while referencing supporting evidence in my medical records. The only reason for four stars instead of yum ¡Ãtse eoJ!droc©Ãr opmeit se osE¡Â .etnanimod ozarb us ne sotein sus a renetsos edeup on y orrep le arap sinet ed atolep anu raznal edeup on ,arutnic us erbos selbitsemoc ed aslob anu ratnavel edeup on alle euq ed rasep a sodatluser
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etefub etse odartnocne rebah ed adanutrofa nat yoS .ralbah ed selic¡Ãf y selbama yum noreuf osac im ne sodarculovni sol sodoT 22 ram 70 74:61 thcetU illeK erom daeronimac le odot sallertse 5 .opmeit a y etnematcerroc areicih es odot euq ed norarugesa eS .larobal n³Ãisel im ed s©Ãupsed odidoj naÃrbah em etnemelbaborp y olos ogla ohceh rebah
areidup euq ed oruges yotse oN .elbÃercni odis ah mriF waL sdleiF noc aicneirepxe iM 91 ene 22 93:91 nejteiT ycatS rojem ol riugesnoc rop sopmac sol a saicarG .odnatart abatse euq al noc soruges ed aÃ±Ãapmoc al noc etnemlaicepsE .odicedarga yum yotse ose rop y omalcer im arap osotixe odatluser nu noc ³Ãduya waL sdleiF .laicoS orugeS led
dadicapacsiD euqsub euq anosrep reiuqlauc a soicivres sus aÃradnemocer etnemavitinifeD .lagel osac ortseun ed osap adac ne somab¡Ãtisecen euq ol somar©Ãivut euq arap oy y ¡Ãmam ,erdap im noc norajabarT .selagel sedadisecen sim sadot noc atolep al ne y odazinagro yum ¡Ãtse sodagoba ed etefub sdleiF 91 cid 50 31:81 krik aeL s¡Ãm
reeL.a±Ãeser atse ratelpmoc arap norasoca em euq se Informed and it was very frank about the things that were potentially problematic with my case. They are very punctual and they returned my calls very quickly with all all This was my first time working with any law firm and my experience with the law firm FieldÃ¢ , Blake Bauer, Samantha
Kurschner and the staff was extremely pleasant during a difficult time in my life. Recommend them to anyone who needs help with insurance purchases that treat you badly and cling to your benefits. We are so happy that Blake is there for the consumer and not "the man". She asks me for very little information³ as they do most of the leg work I really
appreciate.Lindsey and Mark are always available when I have questions and both are very quick to answer.  he has the knowledge required to make a creative argument when the Ã¢  Â  other party Ã¢ Â  wants to convince you that you deserve NOTHING! Â Â  Â  hear them! "Call Joe at the Fields law firm! Let them fight for you! Â Â  Â  glad you did
it! GanÃ³ to me!!read mÃoS kim jones 21:54 04 Sep 20 I injured my arm as a turn as a FA. I feel there is no sympathy ³ for my individual ³ and the impact on my family and our finances. Thank you all, job well done.Mona S.leer mÃÃoes Shannon Warren 19:07 22 Mar 19 Campos Law firm was a great company to work with. When I first spoke to one of
Fields' representatives very shortly after I initially contacted them (on a Sunday night) I immediately felt better and assured myself that Fields Law Firm was genuinely concerned about helping me get my LTD benefits continuedÃ³. They stood next to me when I had surgery and searched me. Patrick and Jodie always kept me informed when I was
updating my case with a one-³ phone call. Fields Law's Zach & Annie helped me win the appeal, repaying my ³ LTD payments and restoring the futures.Thank you Fields Law!read more Sabhon Lamm 17:52 20 Dec 19 Zach and his team were exceptional! Extremely professional and attentive. My health history did not change, but having Fields Law
Firm on my corner gave me the right decision. Right. applying for benefits and going through the process of seeing the social security doctors to whom I had been referred, I was extremely frustrated to find out that the injuries I sustained were not worthy of a decision in my favor. The Fields staff were professional and always took care of my best
interests. He explained the grievance process very thoroughly while making me feel comfortable. I am very grateful for your kindness and patience. With Fields Law Firm, I got a totally favorable decision and the benefits I need to help support my family’s financial success.Thank you Fields for all the time and effort you put into helping me through
this chapter of my life. read more Teresa Huff 21:42 04 Sep 19 I was very pleased with Fields Law Firm since the first phone call. We worked with Blake Bauer and it was a great experience. If you decide to use the fields I will specifically request only the attorneys who get the reviews you read.read more angela clutz 17:10 14 Jul 20 The law firm of
the fields was a pleasure to work with. I have their phone numbers and email addresses and they respond quickly to any message I leave. They should have been paid, but they weren’t. Would recommend Fields to anyone who needs representation from Work Comp. This law firm is completely reliable and you can count on them to do the best work for
you. I would recommend Fields Law Firm to anyone who needs legal help. Frequent updates by email and phone. Thanks to Michael Kemmit and all the people who helped me. If I had a question, I would call and be answered or returned within minutes. Highly recommended! Kathy Deitch 22:42 29 Sep 20 My attorney Michael k. This allowed me to
focus more on myself and greatly reduced my financial anxiety. This guy is young and knows what he’s doing. please don’t let age fool you. He referred me to Fieldâ the law firm a friend who recommended Joe and his team. Couldn’t be more More Denise Senior 16:40 30 Sep 21 I was very impressed with the service. Ligaches. Locate the update of
what is happening and always answer your questions if you have any concerns professionally. Would recommend Firm fields.Excellent job well done. Thank you from my heart and be sure. Read more Pablo Munguia 22:04 09 Oct 21 Hello, Hello, I want to tell a little about my experience with Fields Firm and Zack and Sarah Really a great team, very
professional and very fast. With any questions or concerns I had with my case. Without being medically checked. She kept me informed of any updates on my case. He kept me up to date with vital information, it was clear that I knew his things and was not afraid to take on the big insurance company. Anyway, thanks again to Zach and Sarah for
helping through these difficult times. My case was difficult and they handled it and were able to take care of me emotionally. This is not how I feel almost a year later hoping to send my second long-term disability appeal that will be my end, as we will be homeless before we reach a lawsuit. They were always available for questions, had knowledgeable
answers and set my mind at ease many times during the process. They handled everything from the beginning to the end of my case. Although I live in Little Rock, AR, the outstanding people at the field law firm were able to handle every aspect of my case. GRORIA AND SARAH were so professional and friendly, I felt a sense of relief immediately
after talking to them. I just want to say job well done. I want, at Thistime, to personally think of Blake and his staff for a favorable result. Second, Robertread more Jones 23:29 August 24 19 At the time I went out with faith asking God to guide me. Through all this, I made a phone call to the law firm. Fields to represent me in my case. Zach's law,
Samantha and Fields represented our family, worked with our family and explained the process at every step. He passed. the road. He and his paralegal Samantha K. We can’t thank you enough! These are the kind of people who restore their faith in the belief that there are ethical and good lawyers who care about there. Read more Shannon Holliker
17:45 12 Aug 19 I’m still trying to figure out how to put into words the amazing work of Samantha and attorney, Mark. They also sent cards on Christmas and my birthday. She’s very professional and she’s been very patient with me. Then he spoke to me now Atty. She advised me throughout the process and, although for some reason I wasn’t there,
Angela was right, there. I know I couldn’t have sailed without them. I was starting to feel like I was going downhill. Thank you, everyone at Fields Law Firm.Reer more Donna Scholtus 06:41 19 August 20 This law firm and my attorney, Joseph McCartin, were a wonderful and professional experience for me. I’m glad I made the decision to go with the
largest law firm in the state of Minnesota... We would recommend you to anyone who needs your guidance and experience. Read more Darla Baker 15:52 03 Jun 19 While helping my former foster daughter with her social security disability appeal process, I found the staff of the law firm in the camps to be competent, thorough, respectful and patient.
They made a very emotionally distressing situation bearable! If you need someone to point you honestly and navigate through the intricacies of the ambiguous terms of your policy, while making sure you get paid for what is owed to you, you absolutely won’t find a better team! I am so grateful, you will never know how much you changed my life!
Thank you, Samantha and Mark and Fields, law firm! Read More Kevin Seibert 16:58 August 14 19 Zach is an amazing lawyer to work with. I really enjoyed the conversation we had. And to my wonderful surprise and 12 days after the audience, I went online to register on my bank account and 10 months of return payment had been deposited. Mark
is awesome to keep me stay about the status of my claim. If you have a case involving an insurance company, I strongly recommend Mrs. Carter and Campos' law. I never felt the need to worry about my case; The professional way my case was handled was very reassuring. I always returned calls and manejÃ³ problems that occurred promptly and
professionally. Thank you so much for ³ how manejÃ³ my case. Read More Faviola Morales 21:10 14 July 21 Mike Johnson and Patty Alvarado were excellent service! They kept me updated throughout the process and were very professional. The insurance company denied my claim ³ disability after the amputation ³ the leg. If you didn't understand,
because of your anal skills and knowledge, you wouldn't have been able to come back and win this as this complicated case. Mark K and his assistant Annie are first class. I haven't shed a tear since. Be working with the best of the best if you choose the fields Law Firm to handle your needs. Originally, I thought I could put together an appeal³ but I'm
glad I did. "I couldn't have gone through this process without them! Read More Chiaki Graham 21:47 28 December 21 I was so satisfied with his quality service and how patiently my lawyer, Michael Johnson, should explain when they have no idea about anything about the worker. Compensation ³ â . Thank you!!! Read more Lilly Phillips 21:29 11
August 20 I highly recommend this law firm that is committed to its clients. They were kind and worried about how ³ was doing it and made sure he understood what it took to have a positive result. I highly recommend this law firm and attorneys Mike and Cree for everything that helped me. Read more Brian Tipton 19:37 15 Apr 20 very professional
firm and was quick and responsive to the needs and concerns in my case. one works diligently to ensure that your case is handled to achieve the best possible result for you. I looked at law firms that specialize in LTD appeals. I I personally thank and recommend Joe and his team to anyone seeking legal advice. Put your hand down one of the best
experiences of my life. From the first moment of contact to the ³ resolution, I was kept abreast of every detail. Go to Zach if you need help with a ³ injury!!! 5/5 read more JOSH 15:33 09 Sep 20 Pat and his team did an impressive job, they didn't allow the comp job to pass over me after I injured my back at work. I love how patient Samantha was with
me and always helpful with all my crazy questions and stories. so professional that it deserves above 100% .read more Amanda Krpicak 21:24 08 Nov 21 The staff and attorneys at Fields Law Firm regarding my claim ³ LTD provided me with the convenience of knowing that my case was in the right hands. "Fantastic place!" read more Michelle Lim
17:30 12 Apr 19 Fields Law Firm did an excellent job with my disability case. From the first contact to the last, they have helped me so professionally. Morgan Azbill and Samantha helped me through a difficult process during a difficult time in my life. To this day I continue to see specialists to help improve my health and my life. I strongly recommend
FieldÃ¢ Â  as a law and definitely use them again if necessary. The Fields Law Firm team worked diligently on my behalf to put all my records in order and present the judge at my disability hearing. Even after receiving a favorable decision³ my monthly payments, as my overdue payments did not arrive on time - they did not actually arrive at all. Nixie
D 17:18 19 Sep 20 Zachary Erickson I highly recommend you as your lawyer... Zach helped me appeal my LTD benefits. EncontrÃ© this signature on line and © before calling. TrabajÃ© with Zach (Lawyer) and Samantha (Paralegal), and both were large. Nor do I trust what is presented in my name, which is very sad. All staff members were kind and
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LESTER502 RAMIREZ 18:39 25 August 20 Very satisfied with the work they do, professional, reliable and with good treatment to each client, I recommend them ... I stay in Texas and the angels had helped me from Minnesota !! They had helped me and I hope they can help you too! Read more Kara Moreu 03:56 14 Jul 20 I wanted to post a review, as
I used these reviews to make my final decisions to use fields for my long-term disability claim. I never felt that I was alone at any step of the process. He and all the staff were professional, responsive and easy to work with. It gave me a sense of relief from everything that was happening. Name names so you can just say it was. The questionnaire really
helped me gather information that was needed to file my claim with Social Security. I usually don’t give any answers, but with the field law firm, it was a pleasure. It was so challenging to deal with the doctors then with LTD, it seemed like they were always trying to find ways to stop my disability. They kept me abreast of everything that was going on.
They’re a great team to work with. Danelle Wilbraham 22:34 03 Nov 19 Fields Law Firm did a great job helping me get approved for SSDI. Every detail was attended to and everything explained to me. I would recommend them to anyone who really wants to win. I highly recommend Campos Law firm, Blake BauereRead more Katie Apone 23:04 Dec
22 20 After the insurance company, my employer used to deny my long-term disability benefits, did not know what to do. Becoming disabled has been a terrible experience, but I would recommend camps without hesitation to anyone in my situation. From start to finish it impressed me and I don’t have any complaints. This one of lawyers was
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ssecorp elohw eht edaM .raey a revo rof tnemyap ylhtnom ym gnissim saw I ,yletanutrofnU .maet eritne rieht fo krow drah eht tuohtiw esac ym now evah t'ndluoc I wonk I .ylimaf ym detifeneb ti em tifeneb noissap rieht did ylno toN .noitatiseh tuohtiw ffats ruoy dna uoy dnemmocer dluow I .degaruocne dna elbatrofmoc yrev tlef I sÂÂÃ¢dleiF otni
deklaw I tnemom eht morF !esac ym eldnah mih dah before finding Fields Law and boy I¢ÃÂÂam glad I found them I was having issues with my disability claim and wasn¢ÃÂÂt getting anywhere with my case until I hired Fields Law Firm almost instantly the insurance company took notice. Especially Blake Bauer, he has kept me updated every step of
the way. They continue to help me with the LTD, Social security and Medicare with the people they have on their team specifically for this. Not good, and this was a very big company. I consider myself very fortunate to have selected Patrick and his team to represent me - He took 100% responsibility and achieved 100% Customer Satisfaction. From
day one they kept me up to speed on everything. What an awesome team. Chase and Annie are the best! Highly recommended.read more Robert Lewis 18:59 22 Aug 19 I want to express my deep gratitude towards Fields Law Firm, and especially my lawyer Blake Bauer for his excellent representation regarding my disability case. And they worked
hard to get me as much of a settlement as possible. Right from the start Mark made me feel he was on my team. I really appreciate their hard work snd dedication! I highly recommend them and I would use Fields Law again!read more Veronica Holmes 16:19 08 Nov 21 Hi my name is veronica , I would like to say thank you to fields law firm, when I
first decide to ask for help through this company, I wasn't sure on the out come since I never had to do this or never met who I was asking for help. While they did always respond to my emails I had to be the ones to initiate the contact. Any concerns which arose during the execution of the appeal were dealt with quickly and effectively. My case was a
emotional one for me. And my results have been excellent. I will always remember your guys. Chase listened to what I had to say and gave good advise. Zach was pleasant, friendly but most importantly professional and skilled at his work. So I started the process but a day or so I couldn’t help but think I could get a better deal. Membership and
support for the negotiations were requested. They sent me a questionnaire about why I was applying for Social Security disability. Whenever I need to talk to one of them, they are always available. They obviously have great personalities because I felt I had known them for years. I highly recommend this law firm.. This firm is really amazing. They
don’t pay them unless they pay you. I came in with reasonable expectations, and Joe’s predictions of what we could reasonably expect to happen were pretty accurate. The reason for calling Fields Law Firm, and more directly Joe McCarten, is because he understands the legalities of disability, he knows all the ways insurance companies try to steal
from people the same benefit they’ve paid premiums for and qualify for. Mike and his associates treated me with courtesy and efficiency every time. Zach had my case and he really cares about you as a person. Your knowledge and professionalism have guided me through a very difficult time. denying my case my doctors telling me that this is a time I
should look for a lawyer. Although they didn’t say that I know you have a case I felt confident based on their feedback that it would help us win my case. I can’t recommend enough to the Fields Act. The people there are amazing and always quick to answer questions even a couple of times on weekends. The law firm Fields, not only worked on my
case, but came up with comforting and uplifting words when I lost a member of my family. If you can handle my case, you can handle anything...ThanksRead more Sue Ann 15:55 07 Mar 21 When I suddenly became disabled, I was terrified, of course. If you are looking for a professional team, And attentive to work hard for you and see your case
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noreuf opiuqe us y anereS 22 ene 02 51:91 part? A + Read more Susan Sullivan 15:27 03 May 21 Joseph and Annie were incredibly incredible, and the individuals who care, and recommend their team from to anyone. I had received a settlement offer for my LTD and wasn’t sure if I should take it or not and they helped me out with the whole process. I
highly recommend working with Hans or one of the lawyers at Fields Law Firm! Read more John Notaro 05:09 09 Jan 19 Fields The law represented me with class and I always had the answers I needed to know every step of the way. You may come back from a recent knee surgery and have some persistent restrictions, such as frequent breaks, no
squats or push-ups, no climbing stairs. I didn’t have to worry about my case because they took care of everything for me. After talking about it with my doctor, he said he gave the fields a call and see. Be careful of other West Coast firms who wish to charge outrageous fees on all your future profits and keep you on the hook for years to come! A +++
Read more Molly Rocha 20:57 19 August 19 Thanks to the Law Firm fields! Merrick Williams and Samantha Kurschner are great. This whole thing was resolved completely and quickly within a couple of months. I’m so grateful for your hard work. Thank you, Campos First Firm Aw Muchy. Read more Peter Quartuccio 15:36 17 Jul 20 Patrick Kramer
successfully provided him with the representation of W in an LTD case that lasted for 3+ years. My long-term disability insurance that I had paid through my employer for extra long-term disability insurance tried to get out of paying me what they had pledged. I have no doubt that with this team, I had the best possible advice (and result) available. I
recommend him and the lawyer camps to anyone who needs legal help from the workers. Read more Linda Bruce 23:19 January 10. I want to extend my deepest appreciation to Bryan Warrick for the excellent work he did to get my benefits. for the Hartford. Absolutely recommend the law of fields. Read More Bobby JR 17:49 02 Dec 18 December It is
very difficult for the average disabled person to fight disability insurance Social Security disability industries. Â  Â  so grateful to have chosen them. Throughout my daughter she was treated with compassion³ and dignity. I was always kept in the loop and explained everything perfectly, back to me every time I called less than 24 hours and was a very
nice guy. Patrick Kramer and his team of professionals were fantastic to work with. After the 3rd denial, ³ investigate and decide at the law firm Fields. I'll pick them again if I ever have the need. I was very satisfied with the prompt and extremely efficient service I received from my lawyer Chase Hedrick and his legal assistant Annie Schulstad.I was
kept informed every step of the way and my case was completed in rÃ© record.read more sharyn friedman 16:04 25 Sep 20 My experience with the law firm Fields was excellent. Zach and Samantha took good care of my dad. Reach out, you go out there and beyond to help you with legal representation.³ more Sharon Dickerson 19:47 19 Jun 20 My
attorney Mike and his assistant Samantha went there and beyond to calm my fears and to get me the best possible arrangement. My experience has been invaluable. Kathleen Bergread More Michael Avalone 23:43 30 Apr 20 Fields Law Firm was a beacon during a dark time. While it was so hard to pick, I'm SO glad I went with Fields. In the midst of
a really difficult ³ situation, I felt as if they had my back.read more William Dillow 21:54 30 Dec 20 The most receptive office I've ever dealt with, Â  I'm 64 years old and I've dealt with many law firms and law firm fields outnumber all. It was a long journey, but they never gave up on my case. They fought for me to the end. To those seeking services, I
highly recommend Mr. Joseph McCartin Lawyer at Law.read more KC 22:00 15 May 20 Patrick and Sarah are an invaluable team! They fought hard for positive result for me, while maintaining professionalism and compassion³ n. They gave me updates on my case continuously. I I To not go back through a lesion, but if I do Joe and FieldÃ ¢ â € S Law
Firm will be my first option !! Read more Dana Shepherd 20:27 30 Sep 20 Great place Blake is the lawyer Compassionate and reassuring. He seemed to have invested in everything and in his business and in his clients. They literally took charge of the process from the first phone call and protected me from the extreme stress that is about the
insurance company so he was able to continue focusing on my recovery. I suffer severe injuries that alter my behavior. They showed very confident, courtesy and respectful. I rapidly I learned that despite having been to HR and the benefits of employees for more than 30 years, I did not know anything about how disability claims are paid ... I highly
recommend this equipment .Leer More Lisa Payne 00:43 03 Jan 20 I had the great pleasure of having Mike Kermit as my lawyer and his assistant Denise. The insurer was not fair in the assessment of him. You can rely on the Law Fields to act on your behalf in the treatment of your benefits and the production of the result that is right and correct.
Thank you Law Fields to help me.Leer more Glenda Humphrey 20:46 29 Oct 19 I really appreciate everything That Mark and Denise did in the help of me get my approved disability. So my concerns were what I would be willing and capable of assuming that work. My case was handled by Mark (lawyer) and Angela (legal assistant). I got sick with
Covid in the fan July 2020 left with serious health problems. Excellent communication Each question I asked was always answered in a timely manner. A sincere thanks goes to Serena for taking the time to present my appeal and communicate throughout the process. More Mike Aging 03:48 27 Jan 22 Absolutely the best! Led my case through the

appealing of the district court and won.they are exactly the opposite of what people think about Attorneys.Caring, worker, pleasant and most important honestzach and their team are the head and shoulders above the others. I could not recommend recommending any higher.read more Robert Scarboro 12:24 02 Feb 22 When I decided to apply for
social security disability, several friends recommended that I hire an attorney to help with the process. I highly recommend Fields Law Firm for your legal needs. I worked with Blake amazing person and very informative on my case. I would use them for any future lawsuits if ever needed again. I would highly recommend them!!read more Summer
Coen 22:16 28 Sep 20 I am so very happy I contacted Fields Law Firm to represent me in my LTD case. I was fighting my own illness as well as my mom having advanced breast cancer and I really felt like I didn¢ÃÂÂt have the physical nor emotional bandwidth to fight The Hartford. I would absolutely use Mr. Williams and Fields Law Firm again and
highly recommend them.read more Dan Colbath 22:35 10 Sep 21 Fields Law was an amazing experience. Michael had the claim settled in less time than it took the insurance company deny my claim. I read the reviews and was satisfied that I had found a law firm that could help with my application. I felt extremely confident with them handling my
long-term disability case. Long story short working with Fields turned out to be one of the best decisions I have ever made. I HIGHLY recommend Fields Law Firm. I was very pleased with their help and service. Thanks Fields Law Firm!read more Denise Brigham 19:28 29 Feb 20 Pat, I want to thank you and your team for an amazing job with my
case. He walked me through the entire process and answered all my questions. They really focused on me as a person and not just as a client.If you are looking for someone to represent you, I HIGHLY RECOMMEND Fields Law Firm. Miss Kate always responded to inquiries in a very professional and timely manner. They were very good at getting
back with me if I had questions, and they didn't have the answer at the time of our discussion. Mr. Merrick Williams handled my LTD case. They are very personable, .esac .esac ym niw ot srutcod ym morf noitamrofni delided ehgnitteg dna snoitacinummoc7htew lufpleh Rev wal sdleiF .tluciffid erom neve efil ruoy eakot koob eht ni kcirt yereve yalp
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